O UR recognition of the nature of soil-forming processes rests very largely on the broad geographic viewpoint first attained by the Russian pedologists. Nevertheless, we should be on our guard in assuming that all the manifestations of soil horizons are entirely pedogenic in orign. Many workers are famliar with examples of horizons whose origin may as easily be explained geologically as pedologically. One need only mention the relation of loess sheets to each other and to secondary material beneath them in order to recall instances of acute controversy. Such discussion embraces not only questions of ultimate origin but deals also with breakdown, synthesis and transportation processes in the soil profile. Neither chemical nor mechanical analysis has proved sufficient to decide the most difficult cases. It is the purpose of the present paper to discuss the very powerful aid which petrological methods can render, first in deciding questions of origin and second in enabling us to form a clearer pcture of soil-forming processes.
RECOGNITION OF GEOLOGICAL DIFFERENCES
The methods evolved by petrologists, as discussed by Milner (3) 3 and by Krumbein and Pettijohn (2), are directly applicable to the case of soil horizons. The criteria used are the qualitative enumeration of the species of heavy minerals found (known as the mineral suite) and a semiquantitative estimate of their frequency of occurence. The heavy minerals (s.g. > 2.85) include some species of a highly resistant character such as zircon, tourmaline, garnet, rutile, anatase, and others which are known to be capable of surviving more than one cycle of weathering. Attention is therefore focussed on these; but because of their somewhat ubiquitous character in secondary deposits, varietal differences and even differences in habit are carefully noted and are found to be of great use in the discussion of questions of provenance.
Using this approach, Ellis R. Graham three years ago made a study of a Putnam silt loam profile Very fine sand fraction (0.05-0.02 mm small amounts of heavy minerals could b ted from this fraction and because of th grain size identification was difficult. Only tite, haematite, muscovite and biotite we down to a depth of 48 inches. From here o wards to 180 inches the suite was enlarged tain tourmaline, zircon, garnet, apatite, ho epidote, corundum, staurolite, fluorite, kya rutile, the relative frequency of the species ing the same throughout.
Fine sand fraction (0.2-0.05 mm).-A r large amount of identifiable heavy mine found. From 0-14 inches only iron miner seen. Beginning at the 14-30 inch sample plete suite containing tourmaline, kyanit and muscovite commonly, and zircon, garn blende, and epidote more rarely, was enc At the 48-72 inch sample several changes The variety of tourmaline changed from p slight pleochroism to brown with pronoun chroism. Zircon, scarce above 48 inches, w mon below this depth. The occurrence o hornblende, and staurolite became more pro from 48 inches downwards, the relative fre remaining the same with depth except tha became slightly commoner in the lower h Medium sand fraction (0.5-0.2 mm).-O amounts of heavy minerals were found a of those present in the finer fractions wer Down to 14 inches no recognizable heavy were found. Below 48 inches the variety of line changed as in the 0.2-0.05 mm fraction garnet also showed a varietal difference. Th in the layers from 14-48 inches was colorle that occurring below 48 inches was pink.
From this example one may conclude t is a distinct difference in origin between t inch and the 48-180 inch layers. This is un ly a geological difference and can be seen, plainly, in the mechanical analysis figu change occurring around the 14-30 inch s also highly significant. Further work is however, before a clear cut decision can as to whether this is also a geological diff an extreme case of a depositional differe heavy minerals could hardly have weath of the upper 14 inches since less resistant
